
	  

	  

	  
	  
	  

Demolition of Pruitt-Igoe or the Nostalgia of the Impossible 
María Iñigo Clavo
      

  Lucas Simões’ work is pervaded by a desire to show the reverse side of the 
images, an impulse to discuss representations of power/knowledge in history. The first op-
eration is to reveal its materiality, showing how its apparent two-dimensional nature is full 
of holes, corners, layers and gaps. To reveal all this he unfolds these representations into a 
new invented three-dimensionality, a material perspective filled with shadows, reflections, 
empty spaces, with a rhythm and cadence. He opens a three-dimensional representation, 
hiding and oppressing the two-dimensional at the same time – as he hides, he reveals.

The artist focuses on disrupt Western knowledge units par excellence, the book and 
the map. The face, as in “desretratos/un-portraits” (2010-2013) serves as material, since 
the expression, after a disciplinary process, is also socially constructed as a political  
element. “Certain power devices need to produce a face.” 1. As Deleuze and Guattari insist 
on their beautiful text about “the faciality” - a face is a blank space in which holes were 
opened and it is through them that the subjective experience becomes possible, which  
appears “as consciousness or passion, a camera, or the third eye”. Sometimes, Simões’ maps 
hides a portrait, or vice versa. For Deleuze and Guattari , the foreground in cinema is used 
to show the shadows “to sink it in the darkness” and also to reflect the light . So, it is no  
coincidence that his interventions are filled with mirrors - facing a power device, after a 
speech, our own subjectivity shapes automatically into a distorted relationship. “Subjective 
whiteness, capturing hole, the face”.
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